POWR-FLO MASS AIR SENSOR INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
(Note: Your application may look slightly different but installation is generally the same)

1. Locate stock Mass Air Sensor, loosen hose clamps and unplug wiring.

2. Remove Intake Hose and remove stock Mass Air Sensor

3. Remove gasket from stock Mass Air Sensor and install on Powr-Flo Sensor
4. Install JET Powr-Flo Sensor, tighten all clamps and plug in harness
   Note: Some applications come with an adapter harness, this will plug into your factory harness. Only use if your application originally had a three wire harness.

5. Start vehicle make sure vehicle runs smoothly with no check engine lights.

6. If check engine lights come on double check installation, if light still comes on replace stock sensor and make sure light goes out when put back to stock.
   Call customer service at 714-848-5515.